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Introduction
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NES requires and depends on all its employees 
to work to acceptable standards of conduct and 
performance.  If, for any reason, an employee’s 
conduct is deemed unacceptable and warrants 
disciplinary action, NES requires Line Managers to 
apply the principles of fairness, reasonableness, 
equitable treatment and natural justice.  

The NES Disciplinary Policy outlines the procedure 
that Line Managers must follow when an individual 
employee’s performance or conduct falls below the 
standards required.  The Policy also sets out subsequent 
steps if under-performance or below-standard conduct 
persists. The Policy applies to all NES employees, 
including individuals who are seconded to NES (except 
where other arrangements apply).

Any manager considering possible disciplinary 
action should seek early advice and guidance 
from HR & OD before proceeding. In most cases, 
these disciplinary procedures need only be used if 
improvement measures have failed.  By intervening 
constructively in the early stages of a problem with 
the offer of support, development or education, Line 
Managers will normally see a positive response from 
staff members, and thereby will avoid needing to use 
the formal stages of the disciplinary procedure.  

Guiding principles 

In all cases the following principles will guide our actions

� all disciplinary cases will be handled fairly, 
consistently and reasonably

� each step and action will be taken in good time, 
with reasonable timing and location of meetings 

� all disciplinary matters will be thoroughly 
investigated and dealt with efficiently within clear 
time frames

� all disciplinary matters will be treated 
confidentially, and the circumstances of disciplinary 
cases will be discussed only with relevant parties

� employees will be provided with the opportunity 
to improve, as appropriate

� other than in the cases of gross misconduct, 
employees will not be dismissed for a first breach 
of discipline

Use the tabs/links below for more guidance.



Policy

Policy
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Click on the link below to access the HR policies page:

then click on ‘Disciplinary Policy and Procedures’

http://intranet.nes.scot.nhs.uk/policies/hr/


Line manager wants to formally bring a performance / conduct problem to an employee’s attention

Manager has a record of informal discussions  
raising concerns with the employee in question

Manager notifies employee of Hearing meeting and reasons  
(see Disciplinary Hearing Procedure guidance note) and giving five 

calendar days’ notice, right of representation etc 

See Section 8.3 of Disciplinary Policy, and Absent 
employees and convening a hearing guidance note

EITHER Outcome 1: No case to answer: Allegations against 
employee removed from active record.   

OR Outcome 2: Employee found in breach of discipline: 
Written warning issued as appropriate – see Disciplinary 

Warnings and Sanctions Guidance 

OR Outcome 3: Act of serious misconduct: Dismissal with or 
without notice. See Disciplinary Warnings and Sanctions

Hearing notified and takes place: see Guidance  Notes; Roles and 
Responsibilities; Holding an Investigation; Hearing Procedure etc

Outcome advised asap in writing within 14 calendar days.  If a 
warning is issued – see Disciplinary Warnings and Sanctions 

guidance. One of the three possible outcomes are outlined in letter. 

Is the employee on sick leave? 

Is this a clear breach of conduct/performance,  
or a case of gross misconduct?

Flowchart
Disciplinary Policy and Procedure
Any manager considering possible disciplinary action should seek early advice and guidance from HR & OD before 
proceeding.
This flow chart should be read in conjunction with the Disciplinary Hearing Procedure guidance note

NO

YES

YES

NO

NO

YES
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http://intranet.nes.scot.nhs.uk/policies/hr/default.asp


Outcome of disciplinary meeting – warning or sanction – advised to employee in writing

Employee wishes to appeal – see Appeals procedure Guidance Note

Appeal in writing, stating reasons, made to Director of Workforce within 10 
working days of receipt of letter

Appeal hearing held within one month of receipt of appeal following 
procedure set out in Appeals Procedure Guidance Note

A panel will be convened – see Authority to take action table. 
No member of the panel will have had any previous involvement in the case 

Outcome – decision communicated in writing as soon as practicable  
and in any case within 14 calendar days of the hearing 

Panel’s decision is final.
No further right of appeal

Flowchart
Appeals Procedure
This flow chart should be read in conjunction with the Appeals Procedure guidance note

Grounds of appeal substantiated and appeal 
upheld

Grounds of appeal not substantiated and 
appeal not upheld

Appeal against a warning Appeal against a dismissal
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Roles and Responsibilities

Roles and responsibilities in disciplinary situations

Line managers are responsible for:

� considering possible disciplinary action and should seek advice and 
guidance from HR & OD before proceeding

� providing guidance to employees to ensure that acceptable 
standards of conduct are maintained

� ensuring that all cases are handled fairly, consistently and reasonably.

� ensuring that each step and action is taken timeously and that the 
timing and location of meetings are reasonable

� explaining rights, roles and responsibilities of employees under the 
procedure

� ensuring that all disciplinary matters are thoroughly investigated and 
dealt with efficiently within clear time frames

� ensuring that where an underlying problem is identified, e.g. ill 
health, capability, alcohol/drug abuse, consideration is given to the 
relevance and appropriateness of support from other NES policies 
and procedures

� ensuring that all disciplinary matters are treated confidentially and 
that the circumstances of disciplinary cases are discussed only with 
relevant parties

� ensuring that no disciplinary action is taken against a trade union 
or professional organisation representatives until management 
discusses the circumstances of the case with a full time union official

� ensuring that all employees are advised in writing of and understand 
the following: (i) the nature of the case against them; (ii) that they 
have the right to be accompanied at a hearing; (iii) what the outcome 
of any disciplinary hearing means for the individual as an employee; 
(iv) that they have the right to appeal the decision

� ensuring that, other than in the cases of gross misconduct, 
employees are not dismissed for a first breach of discipline

� providing employees with the opportunity to improve, as 
appropriate.

Employees are responsible for:

� meeting the required standards of performance and 
conduct in their role, as far as they are able

� following the disciplinary procedure as it applies to them

� attending meetings that have been called to hear a 
case concerning their performance or conduct and the 
possibility of disciplinary action being taken, or making 
every effort to do so.  In the event of circumstances beyond 
their control preventing the employee attending a hearing, 
making every effort to inform HR as far in advance as 
possible, and to attend a rescheduled meeting. 

The manager hearing the case is responsible for: 

� introducing all parties present

� explaining the reason for the hearing, allegations and 
possible consequences in terms of disciplinary action.

� outlining the procedure (or ensuring the HR representative 
does this)

� giving all parties the opportunity to explain themselves 
fully and to ask questions of clarification

� approving reasonable requests for adjournment

� considering the evidence presented by the Investigating 
Manager, the employee and their representative, and any 
witnesses

� adjourning the hearing pending further investigations or 
deliberations if felt necessary

� deciding on the outcome of the meeting and advising the 
employee as soon as possible

� complying with the Disciplinary Policy and Procedure in all 
these respects.
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Roles and Responsibilities

Authority to take disciplinary action under the procedure  

Category/Grade of 
Employee

First 
Written 
Warning

Appeal First and Final 
written Warning 
and Final 
Warning

Appeal Dismissal Appeal

Chief Executive Chair 3 Non 
Executive 
Board 
Members 
appointed by 
the Board

Chair 3 Non Executive 
Board Members 
appointed by 
the Board

Chair plus 2 
Non Executive 
Board Members 
appointed by the 
Board

3 Non Executive 
Board Members 
appointed by the 
Board not previously 
involved

Direct reports to Chief 
Executive including 
Executive Directors

Chief 
Executive

Chair Chief Executive Chair Chief Executive 
plus 2 Non 
Executive 
Board Members 
appointed by the 
Board

Chair plus 2 Non 
Executive Board 
members appointed 
by the Board not 
previously involved

Senior Manager 
reporting to Executive 
Director

Executive 
Director

Chief 
Executive or 
Nominated 
Deputy plus 
1 Executive 
Director not 
previously 
involved

Executive 
Director

Chief Executive 
or Nominated 
Deputy plus 
1 Executive 
Director not 
previously 
involved

Executive 
Director

Chief Executive or 
Nominated Deputy 
plus 1 Executive 
Director not 
previously involved

All other employees Immediate  
Line 
Manager

Immediate 
Line 
Manager’s 
Line Manager 

Immediate Line 
Manager

Immediate Line 
Manager’s Line 
Manager

Direct Report to 
Chief Executive/
Postgraduate 
Dean

Chief Executive 
or Nominated 
Deputy plus 1 
Direct Report to the 
Chief Executive/
Postgraduate Dean 
not previously 
involved

� Panel Members should not have been previously involved in the case

� An HR representative will be present in an advisory capacity at all hearings 

The scope exists to link with other NHS Boards in exceptional circumstances 
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Resources and Guidance Notes
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When trying to identify the causes of poor employee 
performance it’s absolutely critical that both kinds of 
causes are examined:  

Even something like “poor employee motivation”, 
something that would appear on the surface to be 
related to employee characteristics, is heavily influenced 
by the work environment. A work environment can be 
frustrating or demoralising, so apparent poor employee 
motivation can itself be caused by a poor working 
environment.

Resources and Guidance Notes

What are the most common causes of 
employee poor performance?
There are two main causes of performance 
problems. 

1. The first has to do with employee characteristics. 
Employee performance is based on the following: 
employee skill levels, motivation, ability, training, 
and other factors that “belong” at least in part, to the 
employee.

2. The second type of cause has to do with the system in 
which work is done.  In this category are included:

 managerial behavior, allocation of resources, the 
effects of colleague behavior, and a wide range of 
variables that are, by and large, beyond the control 
of the individual employee.

Videos Require a Password to Access: NE$NH$Vid£
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http://vimeo.com/88861326


Resources and Guidance Notes

Reasons for taking Disciplinary Action
Standards are necessary for the efficient and safe 
performance of work and for the maintenance 
of good relations between NES employees and 
management.  

An employee who fails to meet the appropriate 
standards of conduct and performance will be liable to 
disciplinary action under the disciplinary procedure.

The following examples are not to be regarded as an 
exhaustive list.   Acts of misconduct not falling within 
the list may also give rise to disciplinary action:  

� Compliance: e.g failure to comply with a 
reasonable order, instruction or contractual 
requirement; failure to comply with a work 
rule; failure to comply with a health and safety 
requirement; any act that may result in an action 
for negligence or for breach of the duty of care; 
failure to deliver agreed work

� Conduct: e.g conduct which is likely to bring 
discredit to the organisation; improper, disorderly 
or unacceptable conduct at the workplace; 
inadequate timekeeping; unauthorised absence 
from work; presentation on duty in an unfit 
state to carry out assigned duties; neglect of 
duties, resulting in serious or potentially serious 
consequences for patient care and/or safety of 
patients or staff

� Trust: while on sick leave, working or indulging in 
activities which are likely to be inconsistent with 
the reason for absence and/or which are unlikely 
to be conducive to recovery; committing an act 
outside work, or being convicted of a criminal 
offence, which is liable to adversely affect the 
performance of the contract of employment and/
or the relationship between management and 
the employee; breach of trust; wilful omission of 
information or provision of false information to 
secure employment, including failure to disclose 
convictions exempt from the Rehabilitation of 
Offenders Act, Infringement of statutory duties 
(excluding health reasons) eg loss of professional 
registration where required for employment
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Resources and Guidance Notes

� Facilities, resources or assets: misuse of facilities; 
loss, damage to, or misuse of assets through 
wilfulness, negligence or carelessness; failure to 
account for, or falsely claiming entitlement to 
property or assets belonging to the organisation, 
members of the public, visitors or staff; theft of 
property belonging to the organisation, members 
of the public, visitors or staff; misappropriation of 
NHS finances by the falsification of records

� Information: providing false information; 
unauthorised alteration, destruction or retention 
of records or documents; unauthorised entry into 
computer systems or unauthorised alteration 
of computer data; Internet misuse eg accessing 
inappropriate websites; disclosure of confidential 
information to unauthorised persons, infringement 
of data protection procedures, infringement of 
intellectual property rights

� Respect for other colleagues: failure to observe 
Equality Act 2010 and the Equal Opportunities and 
Diversity in Employment Policy; bullying and/or 
harassment of colleagues   CIPD Harassment and 
Bullying at work fact sheet link; NES Bullying and 
Harassment Policy link  and gender based violence  

Some of these examples might not construe a serious 
misdemeanour taken on their own.  However, if there 
is a cumulative contribution of two or more, then the 
problem could be construed as a serious misdemeanour.

Managers should also refer to CIPD Discipline and 
Grievances at work factsheet which includes links to 
other relevant subjects.

?
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http://www.cipd.co.uk/hr-resources/factsheets/discipline-grievances-at-work.aspx


Resources and Guidance Notes

Suspending an employee
There may be occasions when it is appropriate, 
with immediate effect, to suspend an employee 
on full pay. 

Key points 

� Suspension will normally be carried out by a senior 
manager

� Suspension will always be on full pay

� Suspension will always be for as short a period as is 
possible. Any extensions beyond the original date 
will be confirmed to the employee in writing

� Written confirmation must be given within three 
calendar days, at the latest, stating the reasons for 
the suspension

� Prior to any suspension, managers must seek 
advice from a senior member of HR & OD

Grounds for suspension
Suspension will usually take place pending an 
investigation, where there are sufficient grounds to 
believe that:

� The employee remaining at work would hamper 
the investigation, or make it difficult for the 
investigation to be carried out in a fair and proper 
manner. In some instances, it may be possible 
to provide the employee with alternative duties 
or arrange for him/her to work at an alternative 
location.

� It would adversely affect the contractual 
relationship.

� The employee may be a threat to themselves, other 
employees or the organisation.

� An individual is suspected to be under 
the influence of alcohol or drugs.  In these 
circumstances, it might be inappropriate for 
the manager to attempt to investigate the 
circumstances immediately.

� Where allegations are made of bullying or 
harassment and it is considered necessary, for 
whatever reason, that neither the accuser nor the 
accused attends work. 

Reference should be made to the NES Dignity at Work: 
Eliminating Bullying and Harassment in the Workforce 
Policy
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Click on the button to access the HR policies page then click on 
‘NES Dignity at Work: Eliminating Bullying and Harassment in the 
Workforce’

http://intranet.nes.scot.nhs.uk/policies/hr/


Resources and Guidance Notes

Carrying out a suspension 
Prior to the suspension - the employee should be 
advised, prior to the suspension meeting, of their right 
to be accompanied by a staff side representative or work 
colleague, not acting in a legal capacity. The employee 
must be given reasonable notice of the venue and time 
of the meeting to allow them to make any necessary 
arrangements to be accompanied.

At the meeting - the manager should provide 
an explanation of the circumstances, which have 
necessitated the consideration of suspension and the 
employee should be allowed to respond. A decision 
should be made immediately about whether to suspend 
and the employee should be advised verbally of the 
decision.

Deciding to suspend - When a decision to suspend is 
made, the suspension must take place immediately. If 
the employee is not on duty at the time the decision is 
made, they should be requested to attend a meeting at 
an appropriate time and place prior to their return.  
If the employee is suspended, they should be advised 
formally in writing, wherever possible, within three 
calendar days of the suspension. The letter should be 
sent by recorded delivery and should state:

� The reason for the suspension

� The date and time from which it took effect

� Rights and requirements of the employee while 
suspended from work (e.g. entitlement to pay, 
not returning to the work place without prior 
permission, attendance at further meetings, 
providing contact details, support available)

� Duration of the suspension

� Next steps
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Resources and Guidance Notes

During suspension
The employee may wish to elect a staff side 
representative or work colleague, not acting in a 
legal capacity, to liaise with NES during the period of 
suspension.

The employee must be advised as soon as possible 
and no later than two calendar weeks from the date 
of the suspension occurring, whether a decision has 
been made to proceed to a disciplinary hearing or, in 
exceptional circumstances, to extend the suspension 
period. If the period of the suspension is extended, 
the employee must be advised of the reason for the 
extension in writing.

During the period of suspension, the employee must be 
provided with a designated Contact Officer (i.e someone 
not previously involved).

Employees who are suspended should be available to 
attend an interview at short notice if required subject 
to the availability of support.  Employees suspended 
must not work for another employer during their normal 
working hours.

Suspension is not a penalty and does not form part of 
the disciplinary procedure. Care must be taken to ensure 
that the employee is aware of this and that they are also 
aware of additional support available to them during the 
period of suspension eg ICAS, the employee assistance 
programme.

Although suspension is not disciplinary action it is 
recommended that if the employee is an accredited 
representative of a trade union or professional 
organisation, the full time official of the appropriate staff 
organisation should be advised of the situation as soon 
as possible. However, if the disciplinary allegation is of 
a serious nature and the appropriate full time official 
is not available, the manager will have the authority to 
suspend on full pay until the matter can be dealt with in 
accordance with the procedure.
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Resources and Guidance Notes

Carrying out an Investigation
The purpose of carrying out investigations is to 
gather promptly all the relevant facts relating to 
the allegations.  

The manager, in conjunction with HR, then take 
a decision as to whether formal activation of the 
Disciplinary Policy is required.

If there is any indication of fraudulent activity, the NES 
Fraud Liaison Officer must be contacted at the earliest 
stage, via your HR Business Partner.
 
If the Policy is activated, an independent manager 
should be identified to be responsible for carrying 
out a thorough investigation into any allegation of 
misconduct. A member of HR & OD will be asked to 
support any investigation.

Normally the investigating manager together with an HR 
Representative will interview those individuals who may 
be able to provide information. 

When interviewing witnesses, follow the points below:

� Give the individual the opportunity to be 
supported by their trade union/professional 
organisation representative or work colleague

� Make sure the questions asked are clear and not 
leading

� Advise the individual that the information they 
provide may be used as evidence should the issue 
proceed to a disciplinary hearing, and that they 
may be asked to attend any hearing as a witness

� Ask the individual to sign a written statement 
(prepared by the HR Representative) as 
confirmation of an accurate account, and advise 
them that a copy of this may be given to the 
person being investigated or their trade union/
professional organisation representative should the 
matter be considered at a disciplinary hearing

� Give them the opportunity to consult with their 
representative regarding the content of their 
statement.
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Resources and Guidance Notes

As part of the investigation the employee against whom 
the allegations have been made should be interviewed 
to ensure that they are clear about the allegations/
complaints that have been made against them. In these 
situations the following points should be considered:

� Give the employee the opportunity to be 
accompanied by their trade union/professional 
organisation representative or work colleague;

� Advise them clearly of the allegations/complaints 
that have been made, and ask them for their 
response to these

� Give the employee the opportunity to provide a 
written response/statement to the allegations/
complaints (which should be dated and signed), 
and to consult with their representative regarding 
the content of their written response/statement 
prior to it being submitted

� Advise the employee as to the likely timescale of 
concluding the investigation

Once all of the information has been gathered 
the investigating manager should collate the 
information and, on the basis of this, decide if there 
is any substance to the allegations/complaints.  The 
investigating manager should then put forward their 
recommendations to the Director of Workforce. 

If there appears to be a case to answer, the employee 
in question should be advised that the matter would 
be considered at a disciplinary hearing. If there appears 
to be no case to answer, then the individual should be 
advised of this in writing and should be given reasons 
for this decision.

In some circumstances, the investigating manager 
may recommend that, although there is not enough 
evidence to recommend the issue being considered at 
a disciplinary hearing, there are enough concerns to 
suggest other action.  This could include further training, 
support/input from the Occupational Health Service or 
a one to one meeting between the employee and their 
manager.
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Resources and Guidance Notes

Convening a disciplinary hearing when 
the employee is absent 
NES wants to avoid calling disciplinary meetings 
while employees are absent for just a short 
period of time. However where sickness absence 
is prolonged or uncertain, it may be appropriate 
to consider whether the employee is willing to 
attend a hearing or allow occupational health to 
contact their doctor to obtain a view as to when 
they might be fit enough to attend a hearing. 

Where employees are not able to attend a hearing 
within a reasonable period, they will be provided with 
a detailed explanation of the alleged misconduct and 
given the opportunity to provide written comments 
and/or to nominate representation on their behalf at the 
hearings. If they fail to do so, they should be advised in 
advance that a decision may be taken in the absence of 
comment.

An employee who cannot attend a meeting should 
inform the HR representative in advance whenever 
possible. 

If the employee fails to attend through circumstances 
outside their control and unforeseeable at the time the 
meeting was arranged (e.g. illness) another meeting 
should be arranged. 

A decision may be taken in the employee’s absence if 
they fail to attend the rearranged meeting without good 
reason. 

If an employee’s representative cannot attend on a 
proposed date, the employee can suggest another date 
so long as it is reasonable and is not more than five 
calendar days after the date originally proposed. The 
five-day limit may be extended by mutual agreement.
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Resources and Guidance Notes

Disciplinary Hearing Procedure  
The case will be heard by a manager  
who has had no involvement in any investigation 
relating to the case, and who will be supported 
by a member of HR & OD.  The HR representative 
would normally have had no prior involvement in 
the case either.

The following parties will normally be present 
throughout the hearing:

� The manager hearing the case; (normally the 
Chairperson)

� An HR representative

� The investigating manager

� The employee and their representative

In some cases, the following may accompany the 
Chairperson:

� another manager, 

� a professional/clinical advisor or 

� a Local Consultative Group representative  

Any decision to take disciplinary action will be the 
responsibility of the manager hearing the case. 
Witnesses who may also be accompanied, if considered 
appropriate, will be invited to attend only for the 
period of time when they are being asked to present 
their evidence and respond to questions.  If they are 
accompanied, their companion cannot address the 
hearing unless invited to do so by the Chairperson.
 
If the employee in question is ill or absent when the 
hearing is due to be convened see At a Glance Guidance 
note - Convening a Disciplinary Hearing when the 
employee is absent
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Resources and Guidance Notes

Process for the Hearing (see flow chart)
As well as making sure that proper arrangements have 
been made both for a suitable hearing room, as well as 
one for the employee in question to use for discussions 
with their representative/colleague, the manager who 
will conduct the disciplinary hearing must: 

� invite the employee in writing to attend a disciplinary 
hearing 

� give at least five calendar days notice of the meeting 

� Through the letter:

� Advise the employee of the allegations made 
against them

� Advise them of their right to be accompanied at 
the hearing

� Inform them who will be sitting on the panel for 
the hearing and who will chair the hearing;

� Indicate the witnesses that are to be called or 
will be available to be called and the right of the 
employee to call witnesses

� Include any relevant evidence and statements 
which have not previously been shared (copies 
of any relevant correspondence relating to the 
disciplinary hearing, including any relevant 
evidence or statements, which have not previously 
been shared must be provided and made available 
by and to both parties)

� Identify the possible disciplinary actions which may 
be taken as a result of the hearing.

The employee or their representative should advise the 
employer of any witnesses to be called to ensure that 
the witnesses are available and have facilities at the 
hearing.

Letters will normally be copied to the employee’s 
representative.

What will happen at the hearing?

� The manager hearing the case will: 

� introduce those present and explain the 
allegations against the employee

� confirm that the hearing is of a disciplinary 
nature within the terms of the NES disciplinary 
procedure and could lead to disciplinary action 
being taken against the employee. 

� The manager or the HR representative will then 
explain the procedure for the hearing.

� The investigating manager will present the findings 
of his/her investigation and call any witnesses.

� The employee, or their representative, and the 
panel can then question each witness.

� The employee will then present their response 
to the management investigation, including any 
mitigating circumstances. 

� Witnesses may be called, who can be questioned 
by the investigating manager and the panel.
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Resources and Guidance Notes

�	Any party will be permitted to have an 
adjournment for a limited period of time for any 
reasonable reason approved by the manager 
hearing the case.

� Once all the evidence has been presented all 
parties may then ask supplementary questions to 
ensure his/her understanding of the respective 
positions and then both the employee and 
investigating manager sum up.

� The Investigating Manager, the employee and their 
representative will then withdraw to enable the 
manager to consider the evidence.

� If more time is required to consider the matter or 
further investigations are necessary, the hearing 
should be adjourned 

The outcome of the hearing
The manager conducting the hearing should advise 
the employee of the outcome of the hearing as soon as 
possible, having given proper consideration to all the 
matters raised.  A copy of this letter will be issued to the 
Line Manager.

Formal warnings            can be issued verbally if a 
decision is reached at the hearing and will then be 
confirmed in writing within fourteen calendar days to 
the employee. 

The verbally conveyed terms of the warning will be the 
same as those given in writing and will include:

� The date, venue and names of people in 
attendance at the disciplinary hearing

� The precise reason for the disciplinary hearing 
being held

� Reasons for the decision

� Reference to any previous warnings that are still 
valid and which have been taken into account

� The level of warning issued and the length of time 
it will remain on the employee’s record

� Details of any other actions or decisions relating 
to the disciplinary decision, including any agreed 
action to be taken

� Any improvements or changes to behaviour 
required

� A statement that any further occurrence could lead 
to further disciplinary action being taken

� The employee’s right to appeal.

In the case of disciplinary action taken against a trade 
union representative, the HR Representative will advise 
an appropriate full time official of the union.

The employee will be required to acknowledge receipt 
of the letter.
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Resources and Guidance Notes

Actions taken as a result of the hearing
Action taken as a result of a disciplinary hearing may be 
as follows:

� No case to answer and the allegations made 
against the employee removed from the active 
record

� The employee is considered to be in breach of 
discipline and a warning, as appropriate, is issued 
in writing 

� For serious acts of misconduct, the employee may 
be dismissed, with or without notice, depending on 
the nature and severity of the offence. 

Where the decision is to dismiss, the employee should 
be advised in writing of the reasons for dismissal, the 
effective date of termination and arrangements made in 
relation to any contractual notice to be given.

Warnings can be given at any level depending on the 
seriousness of the circumstances, although an employee 
will not normally be dismissed for a first offence, except 
in cases of gross misconduct. Dismissal may, however, 
be considered where the nature of the circumstances is 
sufficiently serious.   

A copy of the disciplinary warning will be retained in the 
employee’s personal file and removed at the end of the 
specified period of time.  

For Appeals see:
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Resources and Guidance Notes

Disciplinary Warnings and Sanctions 
The following sanctions may be applied against 
an employee following the decision to invoke the 
formal procedure:
� First written warning
� First and Final Written Warning
� Final Written Warning
� Dismissal or punitive action short of 

dismissal

The authority levels to issue the above sanctions is 
outlined in the Authority table

Sanction About the warning Warning valid for

First Written 
Warning

The warning will outline: 

� the employee’s failure/omissions, detailing how the employee could improve and 
what support the organisation will give to help the employee.

� agreed timescales for improvement and the possible consequences of any further 
failure to improve

The warning should be issued in writing.

A signed copy acknowledging receipt and understanding of the contents of the letter 
should be obtained from the employee.

The signed copy will be placed in the employee’s personal file. 

After the time limit has expired the warning letter and associated documentation will 
be removed

6 months.  
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Sanction About the warning Warning valid for

First and 
Final Written 
Warning, 
and Final 
Written 
Warning

The warning will outline: 

� The employee’s failure/omissions and should also detail how the employee could 
improve and what support the organisation will give to help the employee.  

� agreed timescales for improvement and the possible consequences of any 
further failure to improve

The warning should be issued in writing.

A signed copy acknowledging receipt and understanding of the contents of the letter 
should be obtained from the employee.

The signed copy will be placed in the employee’s personal file.  

After the time limit has expired the warning letter and associated documentation will 
be removed.

12 months 

Dismissal - 
or punitive 
action short 
of dismissal

The decision to dismiss an employee on disciplinary grounds arises mainly as follows: 

� As a result of persistent, unsatisfactory behaviour/conduct where the system of written warnings has 
been exhausted.  In this situation, the dismissal is likely to be with notice  OR 

� As a result of gross/ serious misconduct.  

In these situations the dismissal is likely to be summary dismissal (without entitlement to notice)

Occasionally, as an alternative to dismissal, the manager with authority to dismiss may consider 
transferring the employee to another area/post within the organisation, or downgrading an employee.  The 
appropriateness of this will be dependent on individual circumstances but may be particularly appropriate 
where the main reason for dismissal relates to capability or job performance.  In this case, reference should 
be made to the NES Management of Employee Capability Policy.
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Click on the button to access the HR policies page then click on ‘NES NES Management of Employee Capability’

http://intranet.nes.scot.nhs.uk/policies/hr/


Against a Warning
An employee who is aggrieved at being issued a 
warning has the right to appeal to the Director of 
Workforce.  Any appeal should be made in writing, 
stating reasons, and should be received within 10 
working days of receipt of the letter confirming the 
disciplinary action.  

The appeal hearing will be held within one month of 
receipt of the appeal. 

Against Dismissal
An employee who is aggrieved at being dismissed has 
the right to appeal to the Director of Workforce.  Any 
appeal, which should be in writing stating reasons, 
should be received within 10 working days of receipt of 
the letter confirming the dismissal. 

The appeal hearing will be held within one month of 
receipt of the appeal.

The organisation will convene a panel as outlined in the 
table of authority link. No member of the panel will have 
had any previous involvement in the case.

For further details see the Appeals Procedure  

Resources and Guidance Notes

Right of Appeal - appealing against 
disciplinary action 
The Disciplinary policy and procedure allows 
employees the right of appeal against decisions 
made.
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The Appeals Procedure
The following procedure will be adopted in 
all disciplinary appeals whether the appeal is 
being considered by the Line Manager or by 
the Appeals Committee of the Board.  The term 
Appeals Committee, as used in the procedure, 
encompasses any Manager hearing an appeal or 
the Appeals Committee of the Board, whichever 
is appropriate.  

Key points applying to all appeals: 

� The employee will be advised of their right to be 
accompanied by their trade union/professional 
organisation representative or work colleague.

� The manager hearing the appeal should not 
have been involved in the decision to invoke the 
disciplinary procedure. 

� A more senior manager must conduct the appeal 
hearing.  Authority to hear appeals can be found in

The Appeals Procedure flow chart supports this 
Guidance Note.
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Arrangements for Appeals

� A senior member of HR & OD will be responsible for 
co-ordinating all the arrangements

� The appeal hearing will be held within one month 
of receipt of the appeal

� The employee and their representative will be 
informed in writing of the date, venue and time of 
the appeal hearing. They will also be advised of the 
names of those who will hear the appeal

� The employee will be advised of their right to be 
accompanied by their trade union/professional 
organisation representative or work colleague

� The employee and the manager will be asked to 
submit a written case at least 7 working days prior 
to the appeal hearing. They will also be required 
to submit the names of any witnesses to be called; 
new witnesses should not be called unless prior 
agreement has been obtained from the appeals 
panel hearing the case

� It will be the responsibility of the employee 
and the manager to inform any witness of the 
arrangements for the appeal hearing

� At least 5 working days before the appeal hearing 
copies of the written case along with the names of 
any witnesses to be called will be circulated to the 
panel, the employee and the manager.

� The outcome of the appeal is final and binding 
and there will no further consideration of the case 
within NES 

� There is only one level of appeal at each formal 
stage of the procedure

What happens at the Appeal Hearing? 
The management representative will put the case to the 
Appeals Committee in the presence of the employee 
and the employee’s representative.

The employee and/or the employee’s representative 
will then have the opportunity to ask questions of the 
management representative and any witnesses called by 
the management representative.

The employee and/or the employee’s representative will 
put the employee’s case to the Appeals Committee in 
the presence of the Management representative 

The management representative will have the 
opportunity to ask questions of the employee and/
or the employee’s representative and of any witnesses 
called by the employee.

The Appeals Committee will have the opportunity to ask 
questions of either party and of any witnesses.
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Witnesses introduced by either party will be questioned 
by the other party’s representative and by the Appeals 
Committee and will then retire. If necessary, the Appeals 
Committee can recall a witness to clarify any point in 
question.

The management representative followed by the 
employee and/or the employee’s representative will 
have the opportunity if they so wish to sum up their 
case, introducing no new material.

The management representative, the employee and 
their representative will then withdraw.

The Appeals Committee will deliberate in private, only 
recalling the management representative, the employee 
and the employee’s representative to clarify points 
of uncertainty on evidence already given. If recall is 
necessary, both parties are to return, even though the 
point giving rise to doubt may concern only one of the 
parties. 

Decision
If practicable, the Appeals Committee will announce 
the decision to both parties at the conclusion of the 
meeting. In any event, the decision shall be confirmed 
in writing to the employee where practicable within 14 
calendar days of the date of the hearing.

The decision of the Appeals Committee will be one of 
the following as appropriate:

� Either that the grounds of the appeal have been 
substantiated and the appeal is upheld

� Or, that the grounds of the appeal have not been 
substantiated and the appeal is not upheld

If the appeal is being considered by the Appeals 
Committee of the Board and the employee remains 
dissatisfied with the decision, there is no further right of 
appeal.
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When the employee has been charged 
or convicted of a criminal offence
Disciplinary action should not be taken 
automatically against an employee because he/
she has been charged with or convicted of a 
criminal offence. Each situation requires to be 
considered individually on the basis of whether 
the employee’s conduct warrants action, because 
of its employment implications or because it is 
unacceptable to other employees.  

Advice should be sought from HR & OD.

In situations where it is considered that the conduct 
warrants investigation under the disciplinary procedure, 
the following should be considered:

� An investigation into the facts of the case should 
be undertaken, including meeting with the 
employee where possible

� It is not necessary to await the outcome of any 
prosecution before taking any action

� If the employee refuses to co-operate with internal 
disciplinary investigations, this does not stop the 
employer from taking action. In these situations 
the employee should be advised in writing that 
unless further information is provided a decision 
will be taken, up to and including dismissal, on the 
basis of the information available

� In some cases, the nature of the offence may 
have no bearing on the employee’s employment 
but the employee may not be available for work 
because they are in custody or on remand. In 
these circumstances the employer must decide, 
whether, taking into consideration the needs of the 
organisation, the employee’s job can be kept open.

�   Where, following a criminal conviction leading, 
for example, to the loss of a driving licence, the 
continuation of employment in a particular job 
would be illegal, employers should consider 
whether suitable alternative work is available.
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CIPD factsheet  Guide to identify behaviours that will help line 
managers identify and proactively manage disputes 
at work.

Other resources
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http://www.cipd.co.uk/hr-resources/factsheets/discipline-grievances-at-work.aspx
http://www.acas.org.uk/index.aspx?articleid=2179
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